Mountain Valley Pipeline Update
Crushing
legal and
regulatory
challenges

No
completion
date in sight

Years
behind
schedule

The MVP still has major hurdles to overcome. Unless it gets through them all,
the project will NEVER be completed.
Court cases still facing
the project:
- Challenges by Wild
Virginia and partners to
both Virginia and West
Virginia Clean Water Act
certifications
- Challenges by Wild
Virginia and partners to
two earlier FERC
approvals

MVP Completion

MVP must be granted a permit
to cross hundreds of streams and
wetlands, which cannot be
processed until the Fish and
Wildlife Service acts

MVP must obtain a new biological
opinion and incidental take permit
from the Fish and Wildlife Service,
again for the third time

MVP must get
permission from
FERC to bore under
180 streams.

MVP must apply
again for a
right-of-way to
cross our public
lands

MVP must seek permission
from the Forest Service, for the
third time, to allow it to
degrade Jefferson National
Forest habitats, through a
public process that could take
months

A STATE Of
UNCERTAINITY
NextEra Energy, a company with nearly
one-third partnership in MVP states,
“The continued legal and regulatory
challenges have resulted in a very low
probability of pipeline completion.”

600+
STREAMS AND
WETLANDS TO
CROSS

Wild Virginia will
continue to fight to
protect the many
valuable
environments we
still have to save
from the MVP.

In a court ruling,
MVP looses permit
to cross through
Jefferson National
Forest
In a ruling, court
rejects
Endangered
Species Act
approval
U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers
commits
to withhold key
permit

MVP continues to violate water quality
requirements, which could result in
further regulatory challenges.

WHATS NEXT?
Each legal and regulatory victory brings us
closer to our goal of stopping the MVP. You can
count on Wild Virginia to keep you updated on
the battle against the MVP. We will continue to
provide you with the tools, resources, and
guidance needed to be an effective advocate
and help ensure this project never gets through
all the hurdles it faces.
Every Wild Virginian counts – people like you
make all of this work possible. Please join us if
you’re new to the battle or stay with us if you’ve
been a supporter.

3 billion
dollars over
budget

